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KWC INOX

KWC INOX knows that you appreciate good performance.
Made of stainless steel, this faucet is as immaculate and
robust as its material suggests and is sure to set plenty of
new standards in your kitchen – whether it is in terms of
material quality, precision or elegance.

In and out
This pull-out aerator has both brains and style. It can extend
up to 70 cm if you pull it out, but otherwise retires politely
and seamlessly back into the spout.

KWC INOX

KWC +

OptimalSpace
Practical yet elegant ergonomic design:
OptimalSpace features long, tall spouts that
provide ample space for washing and or
working.

PrecisionMove
Exceptional elegance and precision: Precision
Move allows for seamless movements and
exceptional convenience thanks to our
consistent use of top-quality materials and
superior craftsmanship.

PowerClean
The spray you want at the touch of a button:
PowerClean makes it exceedingly easy to
switch the flow of water on the spray head –
from a standard spray to a fine needle spray.

SprayClean
Actively helps with the removal of limescale:
With a special faceplate and fastening mechanism, SprayClean prevents limescale buildup.
Any deposits are sprayed away automatically
when the water is running. The special fastening mechanism helps with more stubborn
lime deposits: simply turn, clean, and the job
is done.

TouchProtect
Safe to use: An insulated hot water guidance
system with a “double skin” principle means
the body of the faucet or the pull-out spray
can become warm but never hot. In this way,
TouchProtect intelligently prevents scalding.

HealthProtect
Better hygiene and unchanged water quality:
HealthProtect highlights the strict standards
we set ourselves to ensure that our faucets do
not affect the taste and smell of your water –
that is why we use high-quality materials
(metals, plastics) that are ideally suited for
contact with water.

EasyLock
A spray that is easy to use and automatically
snaps into place: EasyLock is equipped with
special positioning pins that ensure that the
pull-out spray is always in the right position.

SprayLock
Adjust the flow: With SprayLock, you can keep
the jet of water from your faucet flowing
exactly how you want, even when the water
is shut off. When you turn the water back
on, the water flows in the same way again.

KWC INOX

Series Overview

Kitchen
Lever mixer
––Swivel spout 160°
10.271.023.700FL
stainless steel

A 225

Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)

Kitchen
Lever mixer
–– SprayClean - Easy to clean and actively
prevents limescale buildup
––TouchProtect - Anti-scald protection
thanks to the “double skin” principle
––Pull-out spray
––up to 700 mm pull-out length
––with lockable needle spray
––automatic diverter reset
––hose surface to fit faucet surface
––Hose guide, swivelling 130°
10.271.033.700FL
stainless steel

A 235

10.271.033.736FL 
stainless steel/matte black

A 235

Flow rate normal spray 12 l/min (3 bar)
Flow rate needle spray 13 l/min (3 bar)

Kitchen
Lever mixer
––TouchProtect - Anti-scald protection
thanks to the “double skin” principle
––EasyLock - A pull-out spray that easily
slides back into place
––OptimalSpace - Ample space for
washing or working
––Socket 50 mm
––Pull-out aerator
––up to 700 mm pull-out length
––hose surface to fit faucet surface
––Hose guide, swivelling 130°

Kitchen
Lever mixer
––TouchProtect - Anti-scald protection
thanks to the “double skin” principle
––EasyLock - A pull-out spray that easily
slides back into place
––Pull-out aerator
––up to 700 mm pull-out length
––hose surface to fit faucet surface
––Hose guide, swivelling 130°

10.271.303.700FL
stainless steel

Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)

Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)

Soap dispenser
Z.536.062.700 stainless steel

The product range, models and technical details are subject to change.
Dimensions are given in mm.

A 230

10.271.103.700FL
stainless steel

A 230
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